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ECB Extends its Bond Buying
Program and Revises Outlook on

the Economy
The ECB has stated in its December press conference
that it will extend its bond buying program by €500
Billion at least to the end of March 2022. The ECB
announced that the main refinancing rate was held
at 0% and the deposit rates remain unchanged at –
0.5%. The outlook on the economy has been revised to
the downside, with GDP expanding by 3.9% in 2021
compared 5% predicted in September.

DoorDash, Airbnb IPO
On December 9th, DoorDash made its IPO, selling
shares at $102 per share, up from $85 a share when the
firm filed to go public in November. Nevertheless, the
stock opened at $182, giving DoorDash a $52 Billion
market capitalization while its net income is -$500
Million. Airbnb made its IPO the following day, with a
listing price of $68 a share, eventually opening at $146
a share, giving it a market cap of around $83 Billion.

FTC Sues Facebook
The FTC alleges that Facebook has engaged in
systematic strategy, namely Anticompetitive
Acquisitions and Anticompetitive Platform Conduct,
to eliminate threats to its business, such as the
acquisition of Instagram in 2012, WhatsApp in 2014
and certain impositions on third-party software
developers. The FTC is seeking permanent settlement
in federal court that could require divestures from
assets such as Instagram and WhatsApp and prohibit
imposing anticompetitive conditions on software
developers.

Water Futures
The CME Group will launch the first-ever Water
Futures, based on the Nasdaq Veles California Water
Index. The new futures contract will be cash settled,
with each contract representing 10 acre-feet of water,
or 12.3 million liters of water. The index sets a weekly
benchmark spot price of water rights in California,
based on the volume-weighted average of the
transaction prices in California’s five largest and most
actively traded water markets. NQH20, the Index, is
valued in U.S Dollars per acre-foot, or 1.23 million
liters.

Tesla $5 Billion Stock Offering
Tesla is raising capital once again. The company plans
on selling $5 Billion worth of stock to or through 10
Sales Agents, amongst Goldman Sachs, Citigroup and
BNP Paribas. According to the SEC Filing, Tesla will
sell its shares “from time to time” and “at-the-market
offering”. Tesla will use the proceeds of the sale to
reinforce its balance sheet and reduce some of its debt
positions.

U.S. Stock Markets Turn Positive
as Value Stocks Get Vaccine Boost
On December 8th, major indexes were in positive
territory since it is expected a vaccine roll out in the
U.S. as early as this week. Also, the FDA said that the
Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine met its safety standards
creating hopes that the drug could be authorized for
Emergency Use in the upcoming days.

China’s Consumer Prices Decline
for First Time Since 2009

On December 8th, the YoY change in China’s
consumer prices was negative for the first time since
2009. The Consumer prices were dragged down by a
slump in pork prices after supplies recovered from last
year’s swine disease. The Food prices fell -0.5% in
November from a year ago as announced on December
9th, while pork prices plunged 12.5% Nio joins Share
sales for Cash

Nio joins other companies in the
race to raise

funds for its expansion. The shanghai-based company
put 60 million ADS up for sale; with plans to sell
another nine million. Nio will use part of these
resources to develop autonomous driving technologies.
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